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Oakleigh Cannons FC Juniors - Fair Play Policy 
 

Playing Time U13’s – U18’s NPLV Competition 

U/13’s-U/18’s NPLV Competition 
At Oakleigh cannons we aim to give all players a minimum of 40-50% game time over the course of 

the season however this is at the head coach’s discretion on how they administer this policy. 

The overriding principle is for the coach to implement this over the course of the home and away 

season and not necessarily in each match. 

A commitment by the coach to implement this policy equally requires a commitment by players to 

try their hardest and at all times play to the best of their ability. As we are in an NPLV competition 

they must prepare themselves physically and mentally at all times. They must demonstrate 

commitment to the team by maximising attendance at training and behaving at all times with 

respect to his/her team mates/coach/team manager/parents/technical director and all other people 

in our community. 

Coaches fully understand that all players want to play as much as possible but as everyone is aware 

only 11 players can be on the park at once. When players are rotated off they must remain positive 

and not drop their heads when taken off as this directly affects the positive culture that we have 

created within the teams at Oakleigh cannons. 

There is also a requirement on parents to stay positive on the side lines and not to engage 

coaches/referees/support staff in a demeaning manner. There is a clear disputes policy at our club 

that must be followed at all times. 

“Safety first before winning”. Never compromise the safety of the player for the sake of winning a 

match. 

 

It is the Club’s desire to provide an environment for players to be able to remain at the Club so that a 
player is able to develop their football talent and become the best player they can be. 

If this policy is followed by all then every player will have a great football experience.   

Equal Game Time U9’s – U12’s MiniRoos (Small Sided Games) 

All selected players will be given EQUAL GAME TIME each week – NO EXCEPTIONS.  

This means Coaches MUST provide a minimum of a half per game for all players. 

 


